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4 No passion has been better addressed by watchmakers than that for the 

automobile. While ecological concerns are rendering our love affair with the car 

as something sordid and shameful, plenty of us still dream of Ferraris and Aston 

Martins. And as the watch industry knows, if you can’t afford the car, you just 

might be able to afford the watch.

Ken Kessler

On one level, the car-watch marriage is as old as 

wristwatches and cars themselves. The two inventions 

grew up together, with nascent chronograph manufacturers 

such as Heuer, Breitling and Leonidas timing the first races. 

And, yes, racing commenced as soon as there were two or 

more car manufacturers able to challenge each other, with 

1894 the date given to the first organised competition.

Despite the closeness of cars and watches for nearly 130 

years, the majority of timepieces that qualify as collectible 

are post-WWII, which makes this a particularly attractive 

theme to adopt. Instead of seeking out watches from 

the 1920s and 1930s, which are intrinsically more rare, 

delicate and costly, the collector can concentrate on those 

primarily made after 1960. And the genre really exploded 

in the 21st Century.

For a variety of reasons, not least society’s obsession with 

celebrity, co-branding and ambassadorships have become 

major marketing tools for nearly every industry possessing 

even a frisson of luxury or glamour. Cars can be sexy and 

glamorous, motor racing is the most high-profile, money-

riddled sport in the world, and everyone recognises the 

handful of cars that dominate the luxury sector. 

Marketing, though, mustn’t be regarded as the dominant 

motive for this matchmaking. The two have too many 

innate spiritual links to ignore, not least being that cars 

and watches represent man’s mechanical ingenuity at 

its most useful and complex. As a result of all of the 

myriad influences – car brands, racing, celebrity and driver 

connections – the world of ‘car-plus-watch’ collecting is 

huge. It’s a general category with so many sub-themes that 

I’m surprised a book dedicated to the subject hasn’t been 

written by some hyperactive collector. Acquisitions might 

range from dirt-cheap promotional watches, like those 

steering-wheel-shaped novelties from the 1960s and 

1970s for the Corvette, Mercedes-Benz, Lancia and others; 

to the ‘big ticket’ items, such as watches owned by famous 

racing drivers. In-between are thousands of timepieces  

to suit every collector’s budget.

Close bonds
Undoubtedly the most popular sub-genre is co-branded 

watches, the most famous being Breitling For Bentley. 

This collaboration, born in 2003, proved so successful that 

it’s been aped by nearly every supercar manufacturer, 

none of which have been able to match Breitling’s and 

Bentley’s achievement. It is both a horological and a 

commercial triumph, the two companies creating watches 

that accomplish what any co-branding exercise must:  

the products represent the core values of both brands in 

equal measure.

Breitling For Bentley 6.75 Speed, named after 
Bentley’s largest engine, includes three sub-registers 
showing 30-minute and 12-hour chronographs and 
small seconds. Price £5,490.
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As a result, the Breitling For Bentley 

watches have managed to defy 

one assumption: that car-branded 

watches are purchased only by people 

who own the cars themselves. The 

assumption is based on the belief no-

one is sadder than someone who lusts 

after something that he or she cannot 

afford, so they wear the apparel 

instead. But this also highlights the 

opposite conundrum: Who is the 

bigger schmuck? The person without 

a Ferrari who wears the Ferrari t-shirt, 

or the Ferrari owner who wears the 

Ferrari t-shirt? In other words, would a 

Bentley owner feel any need to wear 

a watch that advertises what he or 

she drives?

To the industry’s surprise, both 

owners and non-owners embraced 

Breitling For Bentley. Every dealer I’ve 

asked has said that the split is 50/50, 

and not a few of the customers are 

Breitling enthusiasts rather than 

Bentley fanciers. And there’s the 

key, one which collectors appreciate: 

the Breitling For Bentley watches 

are fresh, proprietary creations, 

not merely watches already in the 

catalogue, simply converted to co-

branding status with the addition of 

another logo on the dial. 

Every detail was addressed, from 

surfaces on the watches that match 

surfaces in the cars, to case backs 

featuring engravings of the alloy 

wheels. Any savvy car or watch 

enthusiast, upon first seeing a 

Breitling For Bentley watch would 

know immediately which two 

marques were represented, even if 

the logos were removed. Which begs 

a question? Why hasn’t it worked for 

Panerai’s Ferrari watches?

Undoubtedly, the Panerais were 

designed to reflect Ferrari’s signature 

details. Like the Breitling For Bentley 

watches, they are terrific timepieces 

independent of the badges they wear. 

And they clearly possess the DNA of 

both brands. So why have they failed 

to set the watch world alight? They’re 

cool looking, relatively tasteful (no-

one could accuse the Breitlings For 

Bentley of subtlety), and they are, 

after all, Panerais. What gives? 

It’s a mystery that cannot be 

answered here, but it does present an 

interesting opportunity. If collectors 

are excited by rarity, then the future 

holds great promise for the Ferrari 

Panerais, which will forever be less 

common than Breitlings For Bentley. 

Perhaps we are witnessing one of 

those chances that we kick ourselves 

for when we recognise them through 

hindsight: if Panerai collectors prefer 

their Panerais to have that name 

on the dial, and Ferrari owners are 

too classy to wear watches that 

boast which car they drive, then the 

Panerai Ferrari watches are fabulous 

timepieces in need of an audience 

they may never find … except, that 

is, for savvy collectors who will snap 

them up before they appreciate in 10 

or 15 years’ time. And my money is 

on last year’s models, with genuine 

Minerva movements.

Other co-branding exercises have 

been, thankfully, less ambitious and 

are aimed unashamedly at the car 

owners. By virtue of less flamboyant 

marketing and targeting closer 

to home, the Jaeger-LeCoultre’s 

AMVOX watches for Aston Martin 

quietly find their way to the wrists 

of connoisseurs, their desirability 

enhanced by unusual complications 

like a chronograph operated by 

touching the glass, or a model 

that starts the ignition of the DBS. 

Whether or not they’ll appreciate 

in value is impossible to say during 

these curious times. What is certain 

is that the AMVOXes will probably 

stay in the possession of their 

owners and will rarely find their way 

into auctions.

Porsche’s story is unique amongst 

car-watch marriages, because the 

car company never had to pursue any 

Jaeger-LeCoultre AMVOX3 Tourbillon GMT. Price £49,300.

Ferrari by Officine Panerai, red dial chronograph in a 45 mm 
steel case. Price £5,300.

Giuliano Mazzuoli Contagiri Alfa Romeo 8C Competizione. 
£18,500.
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tie-ins, as a family member from the design side 

set up a watch company. The original model ranges 

were made by Orfina and IWC, but Porsche Design 

now owns Eterna, who have made the watches 

since 1998, so this goes beyond co-branding 

into full integration. Although separate from the 

car company, the Porsche watches are distinctly 

automotive in flavour, feature the Porsche name 

in the same distinctive font as the cars, and bear 

little resemblance to their Eterna-badged siblings. 

So everyone wins.

True passions
Whatever your favourite marque, provided it’s 

desirable enough to inspire a line of accessories and 

associations, there’s probably a watch to represent 

it. No, I have not seen watches for Humbers or 

Daewoos or Trabants. But Alfa-Romeo, for one, has 

been honoured over the years by a number of brands, 

most recently Mazzuoli’s Contagiri and a limited run 

of timepieces from JeanRichard. Giuliano Mazzuoli 

raced Alfas in the 1970s and owns a fleet of GTAs 

and GTAms, so his inspiration was based on first-

hand experience and love rather than commerce. 

And a limited edition of the Contagiri was produced 

for auction with proceeds to go to Paul Newman’s 

charities. Thanks to its unique functions and limited 

production, the Contagiri watch will probably earn 

‘collectible’ status in the near future.

Car companies simply love watches and vice versa. 

AMG-Mercedes was the subject of limited edition 

models made by Panerai in 2002 and IWC in 

2005-7. Chevrolet’s Corvette was represented by a 

limited edition chronograph made by Sinn, Cvstos 

produced a watch for Pagani Zonda, Maserati 

inspired a series of limited-edition models made by 

Audemars-Piguet (including a tourbillon for the MC 

12 racer), while Wilhelm Rieber created an ultra-rare 

tourbillon for Maybach. And when Girard-Perregaux 

produced watches for Ferrari, from 1994-2004, 

they created models representing individual cars.

A list of watches made for particular makes 

would run into the hundreds. What may be more 

attractive for a total gear-head, who isn’t bound to a  

single marque, are car watches that exhibit a more 

general association with the automotive world. 

The categories range from honouring racetracks, 

like Chopard’s Mille Miglia and all of those desirable 

Heuers from the 1960s and 1970s, to watches 

associated with drivers, like Eberhard’s Tazio Nuvolari 

line or the various Omegas associated with Michael 

Schumacher. Other watches address automotive 

matters by incorporating car design features, such 

as BRM and Richard Mille. Yet another sub-genre 

includes watches designed for driving purposes. 

Each has its appeal, and each offers enough variety 

to present a challenge to the collector.

If your car lust revolves around motorsport, then 

the categories of race-track-related and driver-

associated timepieces are natural pursuits. The 

racetrack affiliation is probably the earliest definable 

theme in car-watch collecting, thanks to Heuer and 

its run of models in the 1960s and 1970s – enough 

to have inspired the book Heuer Chronographs by 

Arno Michael Haslinger. A collection of these Heuers 

reads like a What’s What of classic races or tracks: 

Monaco, Carrera, Monza, Montreal, Silverstone. But 

the track watch collector isn’t limited to Heuer.

Chopard’s Mille Miglia line has been around for 

21 years, honouring one of the greatest races in 

Top: Omega Speedmaster 
Schumacher, dedicated to 
the F1 Champion, Michael 
Schumacher. Above: 
Chopard 1000 Miglia GT XL 
Titanium V2. £4,840.
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motoring history, and the family of watches has 

grown to include chronographs, GMTs and even 

gem-encrusted bling. A nice touch, since copied by 

others, is a rubber strap that bears the tread pattern 

of a 1960s tyre. One series featured dials bearing 

the colours teams raced under when national pride 

meant more than sponsorship – blue for France, 

green for the Great Britain, etc – which achieved 

instant collector’s status. For those who neither 

want nor need chronographs (unimaginable!), the 

new Gran Turismo series consists of handsome, 

oversize three-hand watches and a GMT.

Then there are one-offs, like Graham’s Silverstone, 

Franck Muller’s 24-hour dial Chronograph 

Endurance from 1997, known as the ‘Le Mans 

Watch’, Omega’s highly-collectible Targa Florio 

version of the Dynamic chronograph, circa 2000, 

and Wyler’s offerings: a rare tourbillon for 100th 

anniversary of Paris-Beijing Race, and, as official 

timekeeper for the 2009 Dakar Rally, an official 

Dakar watch. Tissot manufactures T-Touch models 

for NASCAR, for whom it is Official Timekeeper 

and Official Watch. For the inveterate race-goer, 

Vogard produces a world-timer called the Radiator 

F1 with a bezel showing time zones for the world’s 

greatest racing circuits; the bezel can be replaced 

every time Bernie Ecclestone dumps a specific 

track from the calendar.

There is, however, one track-moniker’d watch that 

rises above all others not just in car-watch circles, 

but also for chronograph collectors and the Rolex 

hardcore: the Daytona. If being named after a 

racetrack wasn’t enough, Paul Newman wore 

one in the racing movie, Winning, and it has since 

become one of the most desirable vintage watches 

ever made. Prices have gone beyond ‘stupid’ to 

‘offensive’, but whatever the market will bear is 

what a Paul Newman Daytona will cost you – and 

nowadays that can be the same price as a Porsche 

Cayman. Or a 911 Carrera. Aside from one-off 

pieces actually owned by celebrities (what would 

Newman’s own Daytona fetch in auction?), car-

watch collecting doesn’t get much richer than this.

Newman isn’t the only celeb associated with 

car-watches. Steve McQueen made the original 

Heuer Monaco hyper-collectible, while an entire 

themed collection can be built up around watches 

associated with drivers. Audemars Piguet developed 

a special version of the Royal Oak Offshore named 

after their ambassador, F1 pilot Rubens Barrichello, 

and produced a version with red dial for the 2008 

Rolex Oyster Perpetual Daytona  
in stainless steel,1960s.

5 General Car-Themed 
Watches You Must Own

J Chopard Mille Miglia, any model

J Eberhard Tazio Nuvolari chronograph 

J Gruen Curvex driver’s watch

J Heuer Monaco, preferably an original, but the new replica will do

J  Whatever watch is associated with your favourite car marque; 
condolences if it’s Bugatti

5 Car Watches You’ll 
Probably Never Own
J Paul Newman’s personal Rolex Daytona

J Mido Bugatti radiator watch; expect to pay £30,000-plus

J  Patek Philippe 46 mm single-button chronograph owned by 
racing driver Count Carlo Felice Trossi; sold for $2.2 million in 
auction 2008

J Steve McQueen’s personal Heuer Monaco

J Breguet stopwatch made for steering wheel hub of Bugatti Royale
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Top: Richard Mille RM011 Felipe Massa. Above: 
Patek Philippe 46 mm single button chronograph 
once owned by racing driver Count Carlo  
Felice Trossi. Sold at auction for £2.2m.  
Below: Parmigiani Fleurier Bugatti.

Singapore Grand Prix. Richard Mille, 

official timekeeper for this year’s Le 

Mans, produced the model RM011 

Felipe Massa named after the brand’s 

official ambassador, which must 

aggravate the hell out of Panerai. Oris, 

sponsor of BMW-Williams F1 Team, 

produces chronographs bearing the 

team name and this year released the 

Limited Edition Oris Kazuki Nakajima 

Day Date.

Two extremes
If you’re more of a magpie, the 

car-watch world is wide open. You 

might seek out the aforementioned, 

anonymously-manufactured, budget-

price Swiss-made watches in the 

shape of steering wheels, which 

included Chevrolet Corvette, Lancia 

and Mercedes-Benz. Anyone paying 

more than £50 for one of these 

needs psychiatric help. If you prefer 

watches shaped like car parts in 

general, all B.R.M.s look like something 

cobbled together from a wild night at 

Halford’s. More specifically, Bueche 

Girod made watches for Mercedes-

Benz and Lancia in the shape of their 

respective radiator grilles, and Gruen 

made a watch in the shape of 1920s 

Chevrolet radiator. Corum produced 

a well-known watch in the form of a 

Rolls-Royce radiator, complete with 

Spirit of Ecstasy mascot, while the 

Delage’s radiators inspired a watch 

by Mido. 

You might think that the most 

complex, expensive and convoluted 

theme of all would be Ferrari, with 

the current models, the various 

Girard-Perregaux models and even 

an ultra-rare Cartrier to seek out, but 

the honour goes to watches related 

to Bugatti. It’s enough to know that 

Ettore Bugatti himself was a client 

of Breguet, and that Breguet made 

a stopwatch to fit in the hub of the 

Bugatti Royale steering wheel.

Ettore commissioned a Mido in the 

shape of the Bugatti stirrup radiator 

during the 1920s. Apparently, they 

made less than 20, and probably 

only 12 survive. Ettore gave them to 

successful racing drivers, or favoured 

clients. When one turns up in auction, 

every five years or so, the bidding 

reaches Daytona money. That watch 

has been has been reissued, in quartz 

and mechanical form, by a handful 

of brands, including Jean Perret, but 

there’s no chance of mistaking one 

of the replicas for an original.

In the early 1990s, when Romano 

Artioli owned Bugatti and bravely 

produced the EB110, he hired MHR to 

produce a range of Bugatti watches, 

including a black dial dress watch, a 

chronograph and others. Then Japy 

appeared with a sleek watch as an 

hommage to the Type 23 tank. But 

the Bugatti watch adventure reached 

its apotheosis in the unique and 

costly design called the Type 370, 

with a radical horizontal movement, 

made by Parmigiani Fleurier. Six-

figure price tag, incalculable cool – 

it’s aimed at Veyron owners in more 

ways than one. 

If your car/watch lust isn’t satisfied 

by timepieces alone, flip the concept 

over into collecting watch-related cars. 

Conceived originally by Swatch Group 

CEO Nicolas Hayek, the Smart car must 

be the most affordable car/watch tie-

in. Or you could go even further: start 

saving now for De Bethune’s Viper-

based sportscar….  8

Further Information:  For more specific watch/car collaborations see  
QP back issues.
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